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clawing at my arms and legs, I watch as the truck passes with tied-on
ladders clanking against its sides. I strain to look inside the cab but
the rain-streaked side window and the slashing wipers block the interior
from view.
At home in my kitchen that still smells of raw boards I drink hot
peppermint tea while rain continues to fall. During the night, I dream
of the painter's truck driving down the road, red body , black bed,
shifting gears just as it reaches the sugar maple . This time instead of
driving by, it turns up the driveway, spewing small stones before
stopping around back. A person I recognize climbs out and begins to
paint the back of my house , brushing the primer covered boards with
straight, smooth white strokes.
Morning sun streams in through the back windows and, lying in
bed, sheets pulled up against the early chill , I decide to go back to
Sherwin-Williams and buy that paint. I'll go in to see D.J ., too , and
make a deal with him on that airless sprayer. Maybe I' II write a letter .
I think of last night's dream. While my coffee drips a muddy brown ,
I go outside to see what last night's rain has done to my garden. I glance
up from a tomato plant . Cool early morning light is shining on the
back of my house, the windows reflecting like gold liquid and the boards
clean and white . I start up , sweat forming suddenly on my body. My
house . I look again. No , of course not. But I run over and examine
it closely, my fingers smoothing over scraped and primed wood boards.
No , of course not.
Inside , the room smells of nothing but coffee and toast , warm and
embracing . I pick up the phone and dial. Hey Celina? Still planning
that hike down to the Massachusetts border? As Celina begins to reply ,
there is a rumble outside and a shifting of gears, but by the time I reach
the window , I am too late to see what it is . Because of last night's rain ,
not even a cloud of dust hangs in the air.
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